
Facial Recognition

The Ultimate Customized Experience
Rely on Panasonic, an industry leader in facial recognition technology to maximize productivity, elevate customer experiences, and 
increase revenues. This AI-enabled technology is transforming a wide range of businesses, including the foodservice industry.  Our end-
to-end, seamless solutions create more streamlined operations, while ensuring customers have the best dining experience possible –
including highly customized service and the safest, most hygienic way to collect their order.

Build Tomorrow’s Success…Today
Today’s savvy consumers have endless options when it comes to dining choices. To stay competitive, restaurants, such as QSRs and

Fast Casuals, need to find innovative ways to build their business and elevate the customer experience to encourage repeat visits.

And now, an accurate facial recognition technology from Panasonic is powering leading-edge smart food locker technology.

Elevating Customer Experiences
Facial recognition impacts many parts of our everyday lives, whether it’s unlocking our phones, sorting our photos or safely entering a 
building – it’s everywhere. 

And, Panasonic is a leader in the industry with our state-of-the-art facial recognition technology that is ranked as a top achiever in 
accuracy. Facial recognition has revolutionized the way we do business and how consumers are positively affected. Instantly identifying 
a guest’s face provides:

Your success is dependent upon using the right strategies to better connect with your customers, and discovering innovative new methods to 
streamline your processes. Facial recognition technology helps empower you to surpass these goals.

Safe, touchless, and personalized customer experiences:  Touch-free technology allows for a more hygienic and hands-free 
environment, and gives customers a more personalized and unique dining and pick-up experience.

Contactless payments: Eliminates the need to carry a wallet, credit card or cash and dramatically reduces the risk of 
payment fraud.

Quick and non-invasive customer verification: Users no longer need to provide passwords or ID cards, so transactions and 
check-outs move much more efficiently.

Increased revenue from customer loyalty: Valuable data generated from facial recognition technology gives businesses the 
ability to better understand repeat customers so they can appropriately reward them, and find new ways to keep first-time 
guests coming back.
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Facial Recognition

Simplify Order Pick Up and Gain Customer
Smart Food Lockers powered by facial recognition technology is a dynamic combination of hardware and software solutions that offers the ultimate, 
customized and safe customer experience – with no human interaction while picking up food orders – and at the ideal temperature for consumption.  

Millions of dollars in revenue are lost to the human error of giving food to the wrong person or accidentally taking the wrong order.  This seamless, end-
to-end solution eliminates the chance of that happening, giving your customers and 3rd party partners a completely touch-free way to pick up the 
correct order every single time.  

Combining our smart food locker solution with facial recognition technology, provides valuable data, including customer trends, favorite menu items 
and peak service times. You can then give customers the best experience possible by using this information to make better business and operational 
decisions.

Imagine the positive impact our Smart Food Lockers with Facial Recognition Technology would have on your revenue and operations:

Our Smart Food Lockers with facial recognition technology helps you stay ahead of your competitors and ensures customer satisfaction 
and retention. Invest in your businesses’ future today to ensure a successful tomorrow.

Customizable Smart Food Lockers: The Hub of Operations
Our temperature-controlled smart food lockers create a more efficient process, allowing your employees to focus on other important tasks. They’ll 
have peace of mind that the orders in the lockers will always be delivered to the right party. And, you’ll reduce counter congestion by providing a 
dedicated area for customers and 3rd party delivery drivers to pick up orders.

These sturdy Smart Food Lockers are fully enclosed cubbies that are built from food grade steel, with high density lining and insulated 
tempered glass for optimal food safety.

Timely: Innovative software delivers real-time 
notifications. 

Convenient: A powerful API allows for seamless 
integration with your POS and aggregation systems. 

Safe, touch-free experience 
and quick, accurate order 
pickup

Prevent incorrect order pick 
ups

Minimize customer interaction

Integrate with essential 3rd 
party software solutions

Eliminate remaking orders due to mistaken 
orders or poor food quality

Increase customer loyalty and 
revenues

Customized Format: Simply choose the size and 
format option that best fits your space and needs.

Personalized: Incorporate company branding into 
smart food locker UI.
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